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The Moving River 

The river Turakina River has always been entwined in the history and lives of Koitiata 

residents. When the 'Seaside Resort' was surveyed and designated as the Koitiata 

Domain in 1915, the river formed the domain's western seaside boundary.  When the 

Koitiata Township was first surveyed, the western boundary was only 150 metres 

from the river.  

Throughout our history the river has provided Koitiata's residents with numerous 

challenges and has enabled endless speculation as to its future location. Sometimes it 

has been a target for well-intentioned, but eventually futile, efforts to control the 

river's pathway and it's ever moving mouth location. (Refer ‘River Diversion’) 

Available information shows the river mouth relocating continuously along a 4.5 kms 

coastal pathway, between a position 1.75km north of the village (at "the corner"), 

and 2.75km south of the village.  It has been recorded that when the mouth was at 

its southern most position, the outlet closed off and the river backed-up to encroach 

into the seaward edge of the village. (Refer 'Floods') 

From ‘Recollections’ and aerial photos it appears that the width of the river may have 

presented a greater challenge in earlier times. 

In July 1998 the river broke through 'up at the corner'. Records suggest that this was 

a reasonably regular event, indicating that when the Turakina floods a new mouth is 

usually created providing a more direct path to the sea.  

After the 1998 'break-out' the northern inlet gradually blocked up and cut off the 

river from its usual course. The southern outlet across the beach also sanded up and 

a 3.5km long lagoon was created. (Refer to ‘Causeway & Ford’) 

And since 1998 the mouth has continued to drift south, and to the delight of the 

village residents, retreat north again. Usually overnight, without notice. 

Will the river flow back through its old pathway through the lagoon again?  

We don't know.  

But that's a subject which enables endless speculation by the many 'hydrological 

experts' among Koitiata’s population. 
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July 1998: Taken a few days after mouth broke through, 
showing remaining river that would become the lagoon.
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 The “100 Year Event” 

When the river broke through the beach and formed a new mouth “up at the corner” in 

July 1998, “it was believed that it was over 100 years since” it had happened before.  

The following are extracts from peoples’ recollections and other sources. They, together 

with other information now available, support the view that the 1998 event was not a 

rare occurrence, and the river breaking through ‘up top’, or in that location, had 

happened previously. 

It also appears that having a lagoon or lake formed between the village and beach was 

also reasonably common. The difference is that after 1998, the river has not (to date) 

returned to its old pre-July 1998 course. 

 

1918 "...southerly winds prevailing on Friday banked up the mouth ... and closed the 

course to the sea ...river rose five feet and spread over an extensive area of the 

sand flat, ...being about a quarter mile in breadth...however river found an 

outlet...and quickly emptied..." (from Rangitikei Advocate; Jan 14, 1918) 

1923 "...river has been in high flood, ...new mouth has formed about a mile and a half 

(2.4 kms) north of old one."  (from Rangitikei Advocate; June 2, 1923) 

1930/48 "Another memory is when the river diverted going straight to the sea at the 

bend. This left a large lagoon. Many happy hours were spent making a raft out 

of willow logs and rafting up and down the lagoon. Then, when I was older, 

rowing boats on the lagoon." (from Recollections - 1930 -1948 - Maurice 

Heidrich) 

1940’s "The river had changed course and burst out to sea a couple of hundred yards 

north of the village, leaving a lagoon of several hundred yards long between the 

cottages and the beach. This was replenished by king tides when the sea would 

spill over the small dune." (from Memories From Turakina Beach - 1940's - 

Charles Harr) 

1980 "They want the river the river diverted onto a straight course to the sea, as it 

was 10 years ago." (from Wanganui Chronicle, re river diversion project, 18th 

Nov 1990)  

The main conclusion is that there are no preconditions being followed by the river as to the 

location of the mouth, it makes its own rules. 
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Above: River broke through the beach in August 2008 and formed a new mouth 
again,

 
in the same location as the 1998 break through. 

Below: Water remaining in the existing riverbed soon drained out via the new mouth. 
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